'Even Shy Students' Party; RMC Post Office Suggested

By JONES and SKEBO

Ever tried dancing to a Chop-in "Polonaise?" The Sophs finally gave up and imported some records to get their party rolling. Presidential hopefuls DOUG ALVORD, JOHN MULLEN, and DOUG JOHNSTONE were there complete with smiles. MARY FAE COULTER, MALCOLM BUTLER, DANNA HOLMES and STEVE KIMSEY were among those dancing.

Rumor has it that the Grand Ballroom is to be converted once again—this time into a modified version of the Avalon. Nothing is very definite of course, but if anyone is particularly adept at running a 16mm projector, please contact CHARLIE GIRAUD in Baker College. B. B. in the R. M. C.? Great!

Suggestion of the week: Why not have a sub-station here to sell stamps, mail packages and generally carry out the various functions of other Post Office substations? LET'S AGITATE!